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Reduce the Risk & Cost of IT  
Infrastructure Transformation
One platform conducts data, systems, and people.

ReadyWorks is a Digital Platform Conductor. It allows you to deliver  
IT programs faster while mitigating risk and eliminating millions of  
dollars in operational inefficiencies.  ReadyWorks can be used for  
any IT program including asset management, OS updates, cloud  
migrations, O365 migration, and more. 

ReadyWorks integrates and normalizes critical program data,  
analyzes risk, automates and orchestrates workflows, and provides 
real-time status in a single command and control platform. It can  
turn any IT project into a repeatable process that  makes your  
team’s work easier while allowing you to confidently  speed up  
adoption of the latest technologies.

With ReadyWorks, you’ll be able to:

• Reduce IT program costs  
by 50% or more

• Automate 50% or more of  
manual tasks.

• Shorten project timelines  
by at least 30%.

Complete IT programs faster with less risk.

Use ReadyWorks to Orchestrate Complex IT Infrastructure Programs:

Integrate Data: Collect,  
clean, and normalize critical 
program data.

Conduct: Automate and  
orchestrate human and  
system tasks 

Analyze and Plan: Accurately 
scope projects, mitigate risk 
with better data.

Visualize: Assess status  
and risk 
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• Automate data collection from multiple systems 
with API-based integrations.

• Import from spreadsheets, text files and other  
manually compiled sources.

• Automatically update data in real-time.

• Identify missing information or data mismatches.

• Rationalize large volumes of information into  
manageable data sets.

• Use data analytics to drive program decisions,  
planning and execution.

• Maintain audit trails.

• Get started quickly with best-practice project templates.

• Analyze information about users, systems, and  
their dependencies.

• Segment users and systems into migration waves  
based on readiness, business unit, geography, and  
other properties.

• Visually track and preview migration waves and  
tasks with color-coded, interactive Gantt charts and  
schedules generated from real-time information.

• Assign, manage, and update tasks automatically. 

• Use custom dashboards to keep your entire team  
up to date.

• Automatically populate build sheets and task templates.

Access the information you need to make fast,  
accurate, impactful decisions

Build and execute more accurate plans

ReadyWorks automates data collection, aggregation, and analysis to provide you with clean data that will save 
you months of effort during the discovery phases of your programs.

Improve program quality, reduce business disruption, and drive better end-user experiences with ReadyWorks.
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• Combine live data from multiple sources to  
gain immediate insight into the health of your  
IT programs.

• View detailed information about systems,  
users, and the businesses they support with 
multi-level dashboards.

• Customize dashboards and reports for easy  
access by any stakeholder, from CIO to CISO,  
to engineer.

• Integrate with your environment to create  
a central monitoring point for all systems  
involved in your program.

• Use event triggers or program status to launch IT  
system workflows.

• Create team member tasks based on event triggers  
or program status.

• Automate end user self-scheduling with the  
self-service portal.

• Use date and event triggers to automate  
communications to end users, team members, 
and managers.

• Leverage a robust REST API to access, create, and  
update ReadyWorks assets using a variety of other  
web services and software.

Orchestrate and automate workflows for faster,  
more effective programs

Analyze results with real-time insights to program status

Nearly 50% of manual tasks in an IT program can be automated. Use ReadyWorks to streamline processes  
and accelerate program completion.

Automate reporting, increase transparency, and drive continual process improvement.
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Reduce the cost and risk of your IT programs.
Schedule a demo today

About ReadyWorks
The ReadyWorks platform was created by a team of engineers and project managers that 
have been delivering migrations and transformations to enterprises for the last 20 years. 
Knowing the challenges, pitfalls and risks that repeatedly cause delays and increase costs, 
we created a better path forward.

Learn more at ReadyWorks.com

611 West Hartsdale Avenue
White Plains, NY, 10607

Phone: 212-273-3265

Fortune 100 Financial Services Firm  
Improves Windows Lifecycle Management
This firm was accustomed to replacing 1/3 of their 60,000 endpoints each 
year, but with the introduction of Windows 10 they found themselves 
overwhelmed and unable to keep up with the demands of application 
testing, hardware replacement, and upgrade scheduling.  They were out 
of compliance, behind on security updates, and delivering a poor end 
user experience. With ReadyWorks they were able to drastically improve 
the quality of their Windows Servicing process while simultaneously  
saving thousands of resource hours.

Financial Marketplace Operator Simplifies 
IT Infrastructure Modernization
With an average daily transaction volume of $725 billion, this 1,200- 
person company cannot afford downtime or disruptions to its complex 
IT infrastructure. Thanks to ReadyWorks, it now has a single master IT 
system of record through which it can manage day-to-day IT needs,  
modernization programs, compliance and security updates, and  
infrastructure upgrades.

Outcomes

Outcomes

• $1.3M labor cost savings.

• 13,316 total labor hours saved 
during Windows Servicing.

• 2,000 machines upgraded per  
day with 1 technician.

• Single, definitive IT infrastructure 
system of record.

• Maximum uptime of critical  
systems.

• Data aggregation for business  
planning and budgeting.

• Endpoint compliance with  
audit trail.

• Increased operational efficiency.

https://www.readyworks.com/demo

